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Rabia Chaudry: I have to imagine that when the powers that be tapped Detective Sgt.
Roland Lamy to pick up the Sharon Johnson case, after six futile months in the hands of
other investigators, they never imagined they’d be in the position they found themselves
in, in February of 1992: Having dropped charges against their prime suspect Ken
Johnson, having lost the case against his co-conspirator Tony Pfaff, and now down to
their last chance to convict someone for Sharon’s murder.

When the jury was let out of Tony’s trial, his attorneys conducted a post-acquittal
interview and found that they didn’t buy the confessions at all. None of them. Which
boded well for Jason. And of course, it also worked in his favor, as it did for the other
two defendants, that neither Ken nor Tony would be testifying against him.

Now, at first glance it might seem that the fact that neither of his codefendants had been
found guilty of the murder also favored Jason, but then again, that could cut either way.
The jury in Jason’s case would know that so far, no one had been held accountable for
Sharon’s murder. Could that make them more likely to convict Jason, just so that
someone, anyone, paid the price for her death?

It’s hard to know what, if any, impact Tony’s acquittal and Ken’s walking free had on
Jason’s trial, but the truth is that despite the State striking out twice already, they
already had a better shot at convicting Jason than they did the other two men. That’s
because there was one thing that set Jason apart from Ken and Tony. A piece of
evidence that convinced everyone, including Tony’s sister Laura, that Jason was
definitely involved in the murder:

Rabia Chaudry:
Did you know anything about the case against him? What the State had in the
way of evidence on him in the Sharon Johnson murder?

Laura:
Well, from what I was told by my aunt Debbie and George and his lawyers, they
didn’t have anything against him. It was all on Jason Carrol, because his mom
found the murder weapon.
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---

[03:00] Rabia Chaudry: Hi and welcome to Undisclosed. This is Episode 9 in our
series, The State v. Jason Carroll. My name is Rabia Chaudry.  I’m an attorney and
author of Adnan’s Story, and I’m here with my colleagues, Susan Simpson and Colin
Miller.

Susan Simpson: Hi, this is Susan Simpson. I’m an attorney in Washington D.C. and I
blog at TheViewFromLL2.

Colin Miller: Hi, this is Colin Miller. I’m an Associate Dean and Professor at the
University of South Carolina School of Law, and I blog at EvidenceProfBlog.

---

[03:43] Colin Miller: When the State of New Hampshire took Jason Carroll to trial for
the first time in February 1992, they had already litigated and won a suppression
hearing on a motion to keep Jason’s confessions out of evidence.

Over the course of nearly a week, Sgts. Lamy and Neal Scott, and other officers
involved in the investigation, had testified, along with Jason’s parents Karen and John
Carroll. Despite the Carrolls often tear-filled testimony that they had been essentially
manipulated by Sgt. Lamy into convincing Jason to cooperate, the court allowed
Jason’s confessions in.

Jason was tried twice and we won’t go through the details of the first trial because most
of those details were repeated during the second trial, but as we go through the second
trial, we’ll point out the slight ways in which the testimony of witnesses changed over the
course of just a few months. Those slight changes, however, may have made all the
difference.

[04:45] For now, what’s important to know about the first trial is this: the jury found
Jason not guilty of the charge of kidnapping, guilty of the charge of conspiracy to
commit murder, and deadlocked on the charge of first-degree murder.

It might seem both ironic and incredulous that Jason would be found guilty of conspiracy
when in fact one of his alleged co-conspirators was acquitted, and the other one not
even prosecuted. Who, then, was he conspiring with? In reality though, the law doesn’t
require that all the conspirators in a conspiracy have to be found guilty for any one of
them to be convicted of the conspiracy independently.
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[05:36] Susan Simpson: This sole conviction wasn’t satisfactory for the State, and so
prosecutors decided to try Jason on the first degree murder charge again. His second
trial began on April 30, 1992, just a few months later. This trial lasted twice as long as
the first, because both sides presented twice as many witnesses.

The State’s presentation of the case began with four witnesses that worked with Sharon
Johnson, the colleagues who had last seen her on the night of July 28th, 1988,
including Carleen Webb.

To refresh your memory, Carleen Webb was the woman who called Sharon’s house the
morning she failed to show up to work. Not just once, but called the house repeatedly
until Ken Johnson finally agreed to call the police.

Next, the State presented Stephanie Hunter, the mall employee who had reported
seeing Sharon inside the mall. Stephanie testified at both trials that she was at work
between 5:30 and 8:30 pm that night, but didn’t recall what time she had seen Sharon.
After all it had been nearly four years since the night of the murder.

At the first trial, however, Jason’s attorney Clifford Kinghorn refreshed Stephanie’s
recollection by showing her a copy of her initial police statement, in which she told
officers she saw Sharon between 7:30 and 7:45 pm.

At the second trial, however, Jason’s attorney completely failed to introduce Stephanie’s
police statement and refresh her recollection. That’s a significant oversight that favored
the prosecution. You might recall that Jason said he and Tony met Sharon at the mall
around 7:00 pm, which we know couldn’t have happened because she was still in
Tyngsboro getting lottery tickets, and they took her to the construction site between 7:30
and 8:00 pm.  If the second jury had heard about Stephanie Hunter’s original police
statement, that Stephanie saw Sharon inside the mall between 7:30 and 7:45 pm, it
could have helped to undermine Jason’s confession.

[07:50] Colin Miller: The State next presented Larry Young, the man who found
Sharon’s body on the morning of Friday, July 29th, 1988. Young’s testimony in both the
first and second trials remained consistent with his initial police statements, and there
was no significant change between the two trials.

Both times he recounted hauling an excavator to the construction site close to 8:00 am
and noticing a very large area of scuff marks on the ground. What he first thought was a
dummy turned out to be a woman’s body and that’s when he noticed that he’d
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essentially parked on top of the scuff marks and pools of blood. Young described seeing
footprints and finding glasses, shoes, and a wristwatch ground into the dirt. Using blown
up maps, Young pointed out what the crime scene looked like for the jury.

After Young came what you could argue was the State’s prime witness: Sgt. Roland
Lamy. In both trials Lamy testified longer than any other witnesses, and both times he
testified that he never considered Jason Carroll a suspect until he interrogated him.

Lamy’s testimony covered the statements Jason made to him during the interrogations,
and how Jason was acting while being interrogated. Lamy testified that he never
accused Jason of being involved in the murder, that Jason volunteered it himself.

According to Lamy, Jason expressed no reservations about giving his handwritten
statements and asked for his mother himself, so Lamy complied. It wasn’t his idea to
include Karen Carroll, Lamy testitfied.  That was all Jason. Plus, he never told Karen to
act like an officer; he just told her to be in the room as Jason’s mother.

Lamy also testified that while it was true that Jason got emotional and sobbed,
repeatedly asked to be able to go home, and even recanted, Lamy didn’t take it
seriously and to him it didn’t feel like Jason was under any duress or coercion.

[09:41] Jason’s recorded statements and his written confessions were introduced to the
jury during Lamy’s testimony, and much of Lamy’s time on the stand was spent
defending the integrity of the confessions and his method of extracting them.

He may have convinced the jury that the confessions were legitimate but there were
definitely moments in which Lamy looked terrible. Like when he admitted to doing all
sorts of favors for witnesses connected to the case.

He had traffic tickets fixed for Melonie Johnson, Sharon’s daughter, and for the
Gagnons, Tony’s aunt and uncle. He went even further to help George Scott McDonald,
the head of the cleaning crew that worked with Tony the night of the murders.
McDonald, who was a State’s witness, not only had an adult criminal record including
breaking and entering, assault, and car theft, but had numerous aliases and even an
FBI file on him. Despite McDonald’s shadiness, Lamy helped him to get out of some
traffic violations.

Why Lamy did so became clear later in the trial when McDonald himself testified, which
we’ll get to in a bit.
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On cross, the defense was able to get Lamy to admit that Tony and Jason had worked
together less than a week when the murder took place, and that Jason was a very
different character than Tony. Jason had no criminal record, no juvenile delinquency,
pretty clean cut guy all around.

Lamy also admitted that there were details Jason didn’t mention until they were
mentioned by one of the interrogators. For example, Captain Leo Morency was the first
to mention that Ken might have raped Lisa, with Jason then repeating it, and adding that
Sharon had seen it happen.

On cross, Lamy also agreed that Jason got many of the details of the crime wrong, like
the fact that he said Sharon was stabbed while her bra was still on, which didn’t happen.
Or that Jason’s confessions omitted provable facts, like the fact that Sharon had been
dragged nearly thirty feet to where her body was eventually found.

[11:48] Rabia Chaudry: Something that stood out to me was this: throughout his
testimony, Lamy referred to the crime scene as a “sandpit,” which is interesting
because, well, it wasn’t a sandpit. It was a construction site that was never, in any of the
initial police reports, described as a sandpit. Every report that describes the scene calls
it a wide, open space or a clearing.

The reason this little detail is notable is because the first time the crime scene is
described as a sandpit is actually by Jason Carroll, in his confessions. I even went back
to see if it was ever referred to as a pit by any of the initial investigators, and it wasn’t.
Given Lamy’s testimony though, it’s clear that he thought the scene was a sandpit, and
if he thought it was, then it makes sense that was the language Jason would use. The
only explanation I can think of is that by the time Lamy got the case, or visited the crime
scene, it looked more like a sandpit than a clearing, and so he just went with it.

---

[13:28] Sgt. Neal Scott took the stand after Lamy and testified that this was his very first
homicide case ever, and that Sgt. Lamy acted as a mentor for him throughout it.  Other
than responding to dozens of questions with “I don’t recall,” there was at least one
moment where Sgt. Scott outright lied.

Sgt. Scott testified that the day after Jason’s first confession, when Jason had returned
to the station to recant, he instead told Scott that everything he’d confessed to was true.
But when Sgt. Lamy and Jason’s mom returned to the room, Jason went back to
recanting.
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The problem here is that when Sgt. Scott was deposed the year prior, he testified under
oath that Jason continued to recant and deny his involvement even when Sgt. Lamy
was out of the room, up until his mother came into the room and began pressuring him.
So either Scott lied at the deposition or at trial, because both of these statements
completely contradict each other.

Scott also parrotted Lamy in saying that Jason was calm and collected when he gave
his statements, but he got nervous when Lamy brought up inconsistencies in his
statements. To be clear, it wasn’t that his statements were internally inconsistent, but
that they were inconsistent with everything the investigators knew about the crime itself.
In other words, Jason’s story just didn’t line up with the facts.

Scott admitted at trial that Jason got nearly everything wrong: his diagrams were all
wrong because Jason drew the crime scene as it looked when he was taken there over
a year after the murder, rather than looking like it did when Sharon was actually killed.
Scott admitted that Jason picked the wrong man out of a lineup, he got the description
of Sharon’s car wrong, he couldn’t describe Ken’s house, along with other details.
However, said Scott, Jason’s statement was “in the area of the facts,” plus by the time
he had retrieved the knife from Jason’s house that day Sgt. Lamy had helped to “iron
out” those inconsistencies.

[15:44] On cross examination, Sgt. Scott was pressed to admit that Jason couldn’t have
collected money from Ken on the morning of Saturday July 30 because Ken’s house
was being surveilled by the police that morning. Scott’s response to that was that the
surveillance began around 11:00 am and Jason could have gone to the house before
that, but of course from our last episode we know that Jason had already left with his
girlfriend and another couple to Weirs Beach around 8:00 am that day.  The trip couldn’t
be introduced during Scott’s testimony, but eventually the jury did get to hear about it
when the defense presented their case.

One last rather significant piece of testimony Scott gave was about the murder weapon.
Scott admitted that despite having collected what they believed was the murder
weapon, they continued to respond to reports of knives that might have been connected
to the case.

[16:47] Susan Simpson: This seems to indicate that they had their doubts about
Jason’s pocket knife being the murder weapon, doubts that would have been legitimate.
But none of the other knives collected made it to the trial, rather the prosecution decided
to go with the pocketknife, and instead try and make Sharon’s injuries fit the weapon.
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That’s what happened when the medical examiner, Dr. Robert Fossum, testified. Dr.
Fossum detailed his autopsy of Sharon’s body and her injuries: The external stab
wounds, internal wounds including a punctured lung, evidence of strangulation-like
broken blood vessels in the eyes and her tongue being bitten, the defensive cuts on her
hands, and bruising around her face that indicated she’d been punched. None of this
descriptive testimony was challenged.

But three aspects of his testimony were challenged: Sharon’s time of death, what she
was strangled with, and whether Jason’s knife was consistent with her wounds.

At this second trial, Dr. Fossum testified that he put the time of Sharon’s death between
6:30 pm and 2:00 am, a fairly broad range. At Tony’s trial however, he had testified that
he believed Sharon was killed closer to midnight or even the early morning hours of July
29 , which was what he had also stated at Jason’s first trial. When Attorney Kinghorn
questioned him about whether it was a coincidence that his estimated time of death had
shifted to an earlier time frame in keeping with Jason’s confession, Dr. Fossum denied
it. He explained that he’d reviewed the autopsy report again and determined that she
may have been killed earlier in the evening than he originally estimated.

Fossum’s testimony about how Sharon was strangled is a bit confusing. He noted that
there were smooth, parallel marks on Sharon’s neck consistent with a piece of fabric
being pulled against her neck, but in earlier testimony, and in his autopsy report,
Fossum said he believed the marks were caused by a rope-like ligature. At this trial,
Fossum qualified his previous statement, and said that while it wasn’t impossible that
the marks came from a rope, they were much more likely to have come from fabric, like
the fabric of her shirt being pulled around her neck.

If this is the case, then it completely contradicts Jason and Tony’s confessions in which
they both say Sharon was strangled by hand. It’s not always the case that manual
strangulation will leave clear finger marks around a victim’s neck, but there’s no way
that fingermarks would look like the smooth, parallel ligature marks that Fossum
described. Could Sharon have been strangled by both bare hands and a fabric or rope?
Maybe, but if so, that’s not in any of Jason’s statements.

The biggest question however for Fossum from both the State and defense was this:
could Jason’s pocket knife have caused the external stab injuries to Sharon?  In both
his autopsy report and at trial, Fossum stated the wounds were made by a single edged
blade, in other words the kind of blade that was sharp along one edge and dull on the
other. Jason’s knife did in fact have a single-edge blade knife. It was a Barlow
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non-locking pocket knife with a blade measuring 2 ⅛ th inches in length, and slightly
over half-an-inch in width.

For those not familiar with pocket knives, a non-locking blade is one that isn’t locked
into position and can fold into the handle if it strikes a surface with the right amount of
pressure and at the right angle. Stabbing someone repeatedly with a non-locking blade
isn’t the easiest thing to do without injuring your own self, because the blade is liable to
fold back with the intensity of the motion. That doesn’t, however, mean that it’s
impossible.

[20:44] To refresh your memory, Sharon was stabbed once in the back and about a
dozen times in the chest area. The wounds in her chest were mostly superficial, though
four of them managed to penetrate the chest cavity. The deepest of the chest wounds,
Fossum testified, went to about half an inch, wounds that were consistent with Jason’s
knife. But that wasn’t what Fossum had said a year earlier during his deposition. At that
time, Fossum stated that one of the chest wounds had gone through the breast tissue
and nicked a lung, and was around four inches deep.

Then there was the wound in Sharon’s back. That wound measured about an inch
across and four inches deep. Could a knife with a blade that was  2 ⅛ inches long and
half-an-inch wide cause wounds that were four inches deep and an inch across?
Fossum argued that it could, given the right circumstances. Fossum testified that if the
knife had been plunged hard enough, at the right angle, it could possibly make a
four-inch-deep wound. Even so, there was no evidence that the knife had been plunged
with such extreme force, such as hilt marks on the skin. Fossum admitted there were
none. Still, said Fossum, while Jason’s knife wasn’t an exact fit to the injuries, he
couldn’t rule it out as the murder weapon.

But again, the doctor had made a significant shift from a year prior. When Dr. Fossum
testified at the deposition, he stated that the knife that made these wounds had to have
a blade that was a minimum of four inches in length, a discrepancy that Jason’s
attorneys pointed out at trial.

[22:24] Rabia Chaudry: I did a bit of my own research and spoke to a few experts
about the possibility about whether Jason’s pocketknife could have been the murder
weapon, and across the board I was told that it was nearly impossible. Especially given
the wound in the back.

If soft flesh is stabbed, an abdomen for example, it may give enough that a two inch
blade enters four inches into a body. But certain parts of the body can’t give, like the
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back. The rib cage ensures that the flesh can’t give, otherwise the organs the rib cage
protects would be at risk. Try it, push your finger into your tummy and see how far it will
go. Then push your finger into someone’s back and see if it gives. Not exactly a
scientific experiment, but you get the point.

[23:20] Colin Miller: Interestingly enough, no forensic expert other than Dr. Fossum
testified for the State. Not the folks from the crime lab who tested Jason’s knife, not
anyone who took his prints to compare to the crime scene and car, no one else. Likely
because nothing they could offer would be helpful to the State’s case.

However the prosecution did put half-a-dozen other witnesses on the stand, but only
one that had anything to offer about Jason himself. That witness was George Scott
McDonald, the guy with multiple aliases and an FBI file that Sgt. Lamy had done some
legal favors for, the same guy who picked up Tony for work on the night of the murder.

McDonald testified that he and Jason didn’t get along, and Jason quit after working
about a week with the company. It just so happened that Jason was scheduled to work
the night of the murder and bailed on them, and never showed up to work again. They
were used to it though, said McDonald, it was dirty work and their turnover rate was
pretty high.

The only thing McDonald testified to that could be construed as damaging to Jason was
that when he picked up Tony in Manchester on the night of the murder at around 10:00
pm, he saw a truck parked about half-a-block away that looked like Jason’s. He testified
that he didn’t know for sure that it was Jason’s, and while he saw a figure sitting in the
truck, he didn’t know if it was Jason or not.

Under ordinary circumstances you might think McDonald was corroborating Jason’s
confession because Jason had said he dropped Tony off for work after the murder. The
problem is these are no ordinary circumstances because McDonald then spilled his guts
about his dealings with Sgt. Lamy during cross examination.

According to McDonald, Lamy had met with him repeatedly, pressured him to admit his
own involvement in the murder, and at times threatened him. Before Sgt. Lamy even got
to Jason Carroll, he had fingerprinted McDonald, took him to the crime scene, and
accused him of being hired by Tony to help murder Sharon. That accusation then
morphed after Jason’s arrest, and Lamy accused McDonald of helping to plan the
murder and drive a second car to lead the boys and Sharon to where she was killed.
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Lamy tried to convince McDonald that if he cooperated, he’d get a light sentence.
McDonald testified that at one point he got scared of the threats, thinking he really was
going to get charged with the murder, but ultimately was able to deal with the
intimidation because had dealt with plenty of police officers before.

[25:45] Given what Sgt. Lamy put McDonald through, we have to revisit his statement
about seeing what he thought was Jason’s truck parked close by when he picked up
Tony the night of the murder.  We mentioned this in an earlier episode but it bears
repeating that   McDonald never mentioned this detail about seeing a truck similar to
Jason’s in his initial interviews. It was only after Jason confessed and McDonald was
revisited by Lamy that this part of his story emerged.

In other words, given that we can’t rely on Jason’s confession, and because McDonald
was under a lot of pressure and threats by Lamy to give him something, anything, it’s
entirely possible Jason was neither in Manchester, nor had seen Tony at all that night.

This is the problem you end up with when witness statements are coerced or
contaminated by investigators. You can’t tell the truth from lies.

The final few witnesses the State presented in their prosecution of Jason had nothing to
do with Jason himself. One witness was Craig Maxfield, the bookie that Ken Johnson
said he placed bets with for the man named “Bob.” Maxfield, of course, had never heard
of Bob, but he was owed nearly $6,000 from Ken himself, who had been placing bets
with him since 1986.

Next, testimony from a man named Donald Drake was read into evidence. Drake was
responsible for administering the employee thrift savings account at Sharon’s workplace
and had received documents from Sharon shortly before she was murdered to have the
fund distributed to her account. Drake testified that after Sharon’s murder he got a
document from Ken’s attorney directing him to change the beneficiary on Sharon’s
pension to Ken, and that in October of 1988, more than two months after she was killed,
$50,000 was distributed directly to Ken.

The jury next heard from a witness by the name of Steven Sprague. Sprague, a part
time construction worker, had been interviewed by the police not long after the murder,
and at trial he repeated what he’d told them: that Ken had arranged to meet with him on
the evening of July 28, 1988, because he wanted to hire Sprague to help him build a
deck. They’d finalized this meeting just three days earlier, but Ken never showed up and
never called. That was the night, of course, that Sharon was murdered.
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Melonie testified next, and her testimony was brief, the gist of it basically that Ken had
been out all evening and didn’t return home until right after 10:00 pm on the night of the
murder.

Finally, a representative of Massachusetts Indemnity Life Insurance company testified
that Ken had taken out a $100,000 life insurance policy on Sharon in 1985, a policy that
named him the sole beneficiary. On August 17, 1988, just a few weeks after Sharon’s
murder, Ken had submitted the paperwork necessary to collect the insurance.

With this last witness, the State of New Hampshire rested its case against Jason
Carroll.

---

[29:00] Rabia Chaudry: The very first witness the defense put on the stand was
Darlene Fortin, fingerprint examiner for the New Hampshire State Police. Fortin had
been tasked with processing both Sharon and Ken’s cars, meaning she would check the
vehicles and everything inside them for fingerprints.

Fortin testified that not a single latent fingerprint was found on Sharon’s car. Not even
Sharon’s own prints were anywhere to be found. The car had been wiped clean.
However, Fontin was able to recover prints from a compact mirror, grocery list, lottery
ticket, matchbooks, and a map found in the car. None of those prints, however, matched
Jason Carroll or Tony Pfaff.

Ken’s car did yield prints - his own - but again, not a single one that matched Jason or
Tony.

The defense next presented witness Kevin McMahon, a criminalist with the New
Hampshire State Police. McMahon had been responsible for processing Sharon and
Ken’s cars as well, but not in the same way as Fortin. McMahon photographed the
vehicles inside and out, removed any physical items from the cars, and then collected
trace evidence, like soil, hair, fibers, and fragments of paint or glass, using a vacuum.

McMahon collected only two items from inside Ken’s car - a gold wedding band and a
utility knife. He then took vacuum sweepings from the seating and floor of the car and
three soil samples from the exterior of the car, specifically from the tires.

McMahon likewise collected soil samples from the exterior of Sharon’s car, removed the
items that were in her car, and took vacuum sweepings.
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The sweepings and soil samples were sent to an FBI lab to compare to soil samples
taken from the crime scene, and McMahon himself examined the utility knife. No one,
however, examined the wedding band.

Now, you’d think this portion of the trial would be extensive and detailed as attorneys
walked McMahon through every item of forensic evidence. But it wasn’t. He wasn’t even
asked how he examined the knife or what he found, nor was he asked about the results
returned from the FBI lab. Rather the only question Jason’s attorneys asked him was
whether anything that was collected connected to Jason Carroll or Tony Pfaff, and
McMahon responded no, nothing at all connected them to any of the evidence from the
two vehicles.

[31:28] Susan Simpson: There is, of course, much more to be examined in the
forensic reports, and we’ll get to those, but moving forward in the trial, the next defense
witness the jury heard from was Paul Devereaux. Paul introduced himself as Jason’s
best friend and testified that in November of 1989, he saw Jason every day at lunch
because Jason worked close by at the Armory. But on Friday, November 24, Jason was
in a rush and couldn’t hang out during his lunch hour because he had to meet with
some state police officers. Paul, in fact, had been the one to tell Jason a couple of
weeks earlier that Donald Roy told him the police wanted to talk to Jason about Tony
Pfaff.

Paul was asked on the stand if Jason and Tony were good friends, and Paul testified no,
they didn’t even know each other before they both began working at Hi-Tech Fire
Prevention.

Paul testified that Jason didn’t seem nervous at all when Paul told him the police
wanted to talk to him, or even on the day he was going to meet with them. In fact, Paul
and Jason made plans to meet up later in the evening after work and after Jason had
met with the police. Jason however never showed up, or called him. Paul tried Jason’s
house all weekend, but failed to connect with Jason. The next news he heard about
Jason was that he’d been arrested.

The defense next called Captain Leo Morency to the stand. Morency had been the
officer the Carrolls called on November 25 when Jason wanted to recant his statement
from the night before. Morency testified that when he got to the Carroll house, Jason
told him he wanted to recant his statement because the story was “full of shit.”
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Jason further told Morency that he had never been at the crime scene and he’d just
given Sgt. Lamy answers according to the information Lamy gave to him during the
interrogation. In other words, Jason had fabricated the entire story based on the
questions Sergeant Lamy had asked him.

Morency went on to recount that he took Jason to the police station, where they met
with Sgt. Lamy. Lamy told Jason he didn’t believe him, that he was a liar. When asked
about Lamy’s tone, Morency testified:

Captain Leo Morency:

The rest of Morency’s testimony described the interrogation that took place on
November 25, in which Jason’s mother joined the officers, which we’ve already
thoroughly gone over.

[34:33] The defense’s next witness was Karen Carroll herself.  Through sobs, Karen
testified that Lamy had dangled an offer of immunity to Jason, and that she never
thought he’d face charges for anything if he cooperated. Karen testified that Lamy told
her Jason was the only one who could help them link Ken to the murder. Karen admitted
she didn’t join the interrogation to support Jason; she joined it to hammer away at him,
and she did. She called him a liar and screamed at him, and told him to waive his
Miranda rights and voluntarily consent to the officers seizing his pocket knife.

She testified that Lamy had her and her husband rehearse and then record statements
saying Jason wasn’t coerced or threatened into confessing, and that she trusted Lamy
so much she constantly called him for his advice.

But once Jason, Tony, and Ken were indicted by the Grand Jury, she never heard from
Sergeant Lamy again. That’s when she realized he had used her.

[35:42] Colin Miller: Next the defense presented a witness, Amy Welch, who lived
about ¾ of a mile from the construction site. On the night of the murder, Welch had
seen a car come down her driveway around 9:45 pm and then quickly back out and
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head towards the area where Sharon’s body was found. A couple of minutes later
Welch heard two car doors open and close and some voices and then about half an
hour later saw a car with its lights off drive past her house, presumably coming from the
direction of the crime scene. She couldn’t provide any details about the car or anyone in
it though, so the value of her testimony is questionable at best.

The jury next heard from Kevin Doherty, the man who, after picking up his son from a
birthday party at Chuck E. Cheese with his wife, had actually driven to the construction
site where Sharon’s body was found the next morning. Doherty and his wife owned a lot
on the site and decided to swing by and take a look at it that night. He specifically
recalled arriving at the construction site around 8:45 pm because it was getting dark and
he had wondered if it would be worth going at that hour because they might not even be
able to see anything.

Remember now, this is the dead of summer and the days are long. The sun began
setting on that night at 8:11 pm but until 8:43 pm it was still what is called “civil twilight,”
the period when the light starts to fade but it’s still light enough outside that you can see
just fine without a flashlight.

Nautical twilight, when the sun has set so far that it gets completely dark, began at 8:44
pm on the night of Sharon’s murder. This tracks with Doherty’s recollection that it was
just beginning to get too dark to see when they arrived around 8:45 pm. It was,
however, a full moon night, which also likely helped with visibility.

They drove down the gravel road leading to the site and stopped when they saw a car
parked there. From where they stopped, the pond was visible as was construction
equipment lying by the pond. Their headlights were on and illuminated the car, which
was sitting with its engine and lights turned off. They didn’t see anyone around or hear
anything and thought maybe it was some kids parked and drinking or having some
private time.

By the time of Jason’s trial, Doherty had no recollection of what kind of car or what color
it was. He was shown the police report he’d given the day Sharon’s body was found, in
other words the day after he’d been at the construction site, in which he said he thought
the car was a red S10 Blazer. But on the stand Doherty testified that he hadn’t even
been really sure of the color or make or model of the car at the time he gave the report.

Next, the defense called Michael Janis, the man that Jason had leased his truck from.
You’ll recall that Jason confessed to getting $5,000 to kill Sharon and said he used a
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good chunk of the money to get a pricey new stereo for the truck he was driving at the
time, the same truck he had leased from Janis.

Janis knew Jason Carroll from when Jason worked at his restaurant in 1987 and ‘88.
Janis had a truck that he wasn’t using and made a verbal agreement with Jason that
Jason could use the truck if he took over the monthly payments. Jason paid on time for
a few months, but eventually lagged behind and then completely stopped making the
payments.

That’s when Janis showed up to take the truck back. He found it in pretty rough
condition. It was clear that Jason didn’t have the money to maintain the truck, much less
make the payments on it. One of the tires was off and the muffler was sitting in the truck
bed. As for the stereo, it was the same old stereo that was in the truck when Janis had
it. Jason had added some speakers, Janis testified, cheap ones that cost about fifty
bucks.

[39:20] Finally, the last defense witness called to the stand was Debbie Dutra. We
heard from Debbie in our last episode; she was the young woman who’d gone to Weirs
Beach the weekend following the murder, along with her own boyfriend Kenneth
Gosselin, Jason Carroll, and Jason’s girlfriend Leslie.

Debbie testified about how she knew Jason, and about how she knew they definitely
went to the beach together on the day that the State alleged, and Jason confessed, to
have been collecting his fee from Ken Johnson. Debbie referred to her journal, which
showed they’d made the trip on Saturday, July 30, and clearly recalled they left early
that morning, around 8:00 or 9:00 am. She testified that Jason didn’t seem to have any
money at all when they were there, and at no point that summer did it seem like he
suddenly came into a lot of money either.

Kenneth Gosselin, who had testified at the first trial, didn’t testify at the second one. We
found Gosselin and spoke to him during the course of our own investigation, but he
didn’t want to be recorded.

He told us that the police had questioned him after Jason’s arrest and he’d told them
that Jason had been with him and the two girls that weekend. Interestingly, there is no
record at all of that interview, though at trial one of the officers admitted to having
spoken to Gosselin.  When Gosselin testified at the first trial, he said the police asked
him if Jason could have hidden a knife somewhere in Gosselin’s vehicle that weekend.
He told us the same thing, that they kept bugging him about whether Jason couldn’t
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have hidden evidence of the murder in Gosselin’s car. Gosselin told them no, of course
not, but he’d sold the car since then so he couldn’t help them any further.

Gosselin also told us that he stood by his original testimony, that there was no doubt in
his mind that Jason was with them all that weekend.

[41:29] Rabia Chaudry: And this was it, Jason’s defense. The defense rested on May
21, 1992, and jury deliberations began the next day, on the 22. Five days later, the jury
sent a message to the judge that they were unable to come to a unanimous decision.
The judge, despite defense counsel’s objection, instructed the jury to return back to their
chambers and keep deliberating.

The same thing had happened during the first trial, they’d also been instructed to
deliberate further until they reached a verdict. They were never able to though, and the
first trial ended with a hung jury on the first degree murder charge. The difference this
time however was this jury, unlike the first jury, had the option of finding Jason guilty of a
lesser charge. Which is what happened.

The next day, on May 28, 1992 the jury returned with a verdict: Jason was found guilty
of second degree murder. On August 13, 1992, Hillsboro County Superior Judge Walter
Murphy sentenced Jason to 6 to 15 years for conspiracy to commit murder, and 40
years to life for second degree murder, the two sentences to run consecutively.

Jason was 22 years old at the time. Today, Jason has served nearly three decades in
prison, and is 51 years old.

---

[43:12] I’d never heard of this case until I got an email from a woman named Radha
Natarajan in 2019. Radha was, and still is, the Executive Director of NEIP, the New
England Innocence Project. She’d been following Adnan’s case, and the work of
Undisclosed, and believed she had a good case for us. It wasn’t a well known case, in
fact none of my New Hampshire contacts - yes that means the Crime Writers On Crew -
Rebecca Lavoie, Kevin Flynn, Toby Ball, and Lara Bricker - had heard of it. I dug around
online, but there was almost nothing to be found there, either.

It almost seemed that after Jason Carroll was convicted, he was forgotten.

Jason’s case had come to NEIP years earlier and despite the fact that NEIP gets
hundreds of case requests a year, Radha felt this one was a grave miscarraige of
justice that needed their help.
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Radha Natarajan:
This case came to us in 2016, and in the scheme of our own work, talking about
this case now, it’s actually not that long of a time over the span of the case, we
actually have other cases that have been with us for much longer than that. This
was a case that, when it came in as an application, I think we as a team felt
strongly that it had the hallmarks of a wrongful conviction that we had to look into
more. And what that meant was that it went through our preliminary screening
processes and nothing in terms of evidence that we did have in terms of the case
or when speaking to Jason turned us away from that initial feeling. This has all
the hallmarks and we believe that this is someone who was wrongfully convicted.

While NEIP is meant to cover all of New England, they didn’t have a staff attorney on
the ground in New Hampshire until 2019, when they hired Cynthia Mousseau, a former
public defender.

Radha Natarajan:
We were very, very fortunate to be able to bring Cindy on when she did come,
because we really felt like without having someone that did have expertise in
New Hampshire the organization was not going to be able to put forward the
resources we really needed and the expertise we really needed for Jason’s case.

NEIP had a list of cases for Cynthia to review, but the first one she looked at was Jason
Carroll’s.

Cynthia Mousseau:
Jason’s was the first case that I read, you know, in its entirety at the time. And I
remember saying,  I mean I’ve been a public defender for that long and I
remember thinking to myself “no way, no way”. At the time I was a public
defender really still, and I remember when I first got to NEIP I would still say ‘we’
and I meant ‘New Hampshire Public Defenders’, and I would still say ‘we’ all the
time.  You know, that is really how I identified. That jumped off the page to me,
not for the hallmarks of wrongful conviction, which are present, and which are
there and we can talk about those, but because the reality is there is so little
evidence that connects Jason to this crime, and the narrative around this case is
just so devoid of logic and of evidence that would connect Jason to this. To me,
who really, I mean I had a very sort of Cliff’s Notes version of wrongful
convictions, but not anything the  way that Radha did, or that Laura did, and I feel
like the things that may have jumped off the page to them, having more of an
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expertise, those things I can talk about now, but at the time, what jumps off to me
is literally just  the facts of the case. I mean they just don’t line up.

Cynthia joined NEIP shortly before Radha had reached out to me, and the reason
Radha thought Undisclosed could help was because she recognized the kind of work it
takes to get such cases reopened.

Radha Natarajan:
Very rarely, although it happens, and actually this case may be one of those
cases, but innocence doesn’t necessarily fly off the page. You know, when you’re
reading either an application or a decision, it’s not that way. It is that both
between an understanding of what leads to wrongful convictions, which we have
some data and research on, as well as doing the hard work of  analysis and
investigation. That’s how you determine whether or not a wrongful conviction
happened. And so you have to do a deep dive in a case in order to know. Well
we’ve learned that, on the one hand we’ve learned that these cases require a
significant amount of resources, and so building that team is critically important.
And why we want Undisclosed to be part of this team is that this case does
involve significant investigation. That is one of the things that Undisclosed does.

It is indeed one of the things that Undisclosed does, perhaps one of the most valuable
things. What most people don’t realize is that post-conviction work, the work that’s
needed to exonerate the already convicted, takes hundreds of hours of re-investigation.
And many local innocence projects and clinics don’t have the resources to invest those
hundreds of hours in one specific case and most defendants can’t afford to pay a team
of investigators, or even one, to spend that much time on their case.

Now the timing of this case was a little tricky, because it came to me not long before
everything went into COVID lockdown. That meant getting files from state agencies was
nearly impossible, and for at least a year travel was also impossible. To this day we still
don’t have the full files, not of the trial, or of discovery. We don’t even have Jason’s
defense file.

For years, Jackie Carroll, Jason’s sister, has been trying to get the defense files from
Jason’s lawyer. You may remember Jason was initially appointed attorney Clifford
Kinghorn, who was then joined by attorney Stephen Maynard. Kinghorn, however, had
to step down from the case during the trial due to health reasons, and Maynard was
then joined by law student Eric Wilson.
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Stephen Maynard, who is now retired, has had the defense file all these years, but has
never handed them over to Jason despite dozens of efforts. At one point last year
Maynard told Jackie that he had given Jason’s files to a retired attorney and law
professor in Massachusetts named Morrison Bonpasse. Mr. Bonpasse had spent fifteen
years after retirement working on wrongful conviction cases as part of his own
independent passion, but by the time we learned of him, he had passed away. I was
lucky enough to be able to speak to his widow, also an attorney, and she assured me
that she was familiar with all the cases that her husband worked on, and Jason Carroll
was not one of them. She and her son had cleaned out her husband’s office after he
died, and no such files existed among his things.

So we’re back to square one on Jason’s defense files, and at this point Mr. Maynard has
stopped responding to communications.

Which means in order to figure out what happened to Sharon, we just have to work with
what we have on hand: The documents we have, and the witnesses who are still alive,
and hope that at some point we can get all of the rest that’s missing.

---

[49:40] Susan Simpson: So let’s look at what we know for sure given the evidence we
have, and compare it to the State’s case, and Jason’s confession, beginning with the
premise that there was a coordinated conspiracy between the three defendants to kill
Sharon Johnson.

There are varying stories as to how and when the conspiracy began, but in all versions
Tony connects with Ken to ask him about getting Lisa’s contact information and Ken
asks him to come over and make the offer of $10,000 to kill his wife. The question is
how and when did they connect.

We mentioned in an earlier episode that we have Ken’s home phone records but they
don’t include incoming calls, but we got that wrong. The phone records appear in
different places in the files, and what looked like a copy of the ones we initially reviewed
were in fact not a copy. Rather they were records that included local incoming and
outgoing calls.

Now, we have the number of the woman, Karen Poulin, that Tony was staying with in
the weeks before the murder, and her number doesn’t appear anywhere in the records,
not in incoming or outgoing calls. That doesn’t mean that Tony couldn’t have called Ken
from another phone number, but our guess is that if the police or prosecutors were able
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to narrow down a number connected to Tony, it would have been presented at trial as
evidence against him.

There is also the question of how Ken would even know where to reach Tony, after all
Tony moved around every few weeks.

Rabia Chaudry: The next contact Tony would or should have with Ken was when he
allegedly went with Jason to pick up the money, which happened the same night of the
murder if you believe Tony, but happened on the morning of Saturday, July 30th if you
believe Jason.

Either way, the question is, did Ken have $10,000?

The bank records we have are limited. We don’t know what Ken’s bank balance was for
the month of July, strangely enough the pages showing that balance are missing from
the discovery file, literally the file cuts out just for that month. Although maybe it’s not so
strange if the prosecution didn’t want defense attorneys to see Ken never had anything
close to 10k in his account that he could have used to pay Tony and Jason.

Anyhow, the records we have show that on July 29, Ken deposited a check from his
brother in the amount of $1,200. This might have been the deposit he made which the
police got a video capture of, the same images that they used to determine that Ken
didn’t have a beard of any kind when Sharon was murdered. According to Ken’s brother,
Tom, he had helped Ken pay off his car, which likely accounts for this check.

The next deposit was made on July 31, the Sunday after Sharon was murdered. It was
a check from a man named Lawrence Gibbons in the amount of $500.

When the police talked to Gibbons about this money, he told them that the day before
Sharon’s wake, Ken had called him and asked if he could borrow some money. Ken told
Lawrence that he didn’t know if Sharon had cashed her paycheck before she was killed,
and he was worried he wouldn’t have enough money for her funeral.

Of we course, we know that Ken himself took Sharon’s paycheck from her, as he always
did,  on the day that she was murdered when they met for lunch and the he had driven it
to the bank himself to deposit. For whatever reason though, he still must have been
short of funds to ask for the $500.
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The average balance for the months of August and September was less than $100 and
Ken didn’t write a single check from his account until October 3, the day he got $50,000
from Sharon’s thrift fund in his account.

Now here’s how we know that Ken was pretty much dead broke, probably for months
and months probably, until he got that fifty grand, because within twenty-four hours he
wrote nine checks. He made a $2,400 payment to the clinic that did his back surgery,
paid $2,300 to Sears, $2,800 to his attorney Peter Leahy, and issued a $4,150 check to
Century Mortgage.

Now, unless Ken and Sharon’s mortgage was nearly a million dollars back in 1988, that
$4,150 payment could not have been for one single month. Remember Ken didn’t write
any checks for the months of August and September, meaning he missed at least two
months of the mortgage, and likely missed more months than that. It may have even
been that Sharon had no idea the mortgage wasn’t being paid because Ken controlled
all of the family’s finances, including paying every bill.

But more interesting than the very large payment made to the mortgage company were
payments made to three other banks: to the Bank of Boston, the Bank of New England
and to the Greenwood Trust Company, a Delaware company which later became
Discover Bank. Ken paid $2,000 to the Bank of Boston, $3,663 to Greenwood Trust,
and $5,526 to the Bank of New England.

The payments to these three banks amounted to over $11,000. It’s safe to assume Ken
was making payments on loans taken from these banks, and given the amount he paid
in October, it looked like he was catching up to many months of overdue payments. I
can’t help but wonder if these were loans that Sharon knew about, or were they loans
Ken took out secretly, maybe even in Sharon’s name, maybe using his secret PO Box to
hide the trail?

Unfortunately we don’t know because we have no information about those loans. Not
who took them out or when or why.

A few days after paying all of these bills, Ken wrote himself two checks for cash in the
total amount of $19,340. We have no idea what he did with all that cash.

Within weeks though, by the end of October, Ken’s bank balance went from $50,000 to
around $2,000.
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So, is it possible that Ken had $10,000 to pay Jason and Tony on July 30? The man
who was behind on his mortgage for months, behind on three other loans for months,
the man who needed to borrow five hundred bucks two days after Sharon was killed?
Not only is it highly unlikely, there’s simply no evidence for it.

Likewise, there’s no evidence, zero, that either Tony Pfaff or Jason Carroll ever came
into any substantial amount of money after the murder. First of all, both Tony and Jason
continued to work at low paying jobs in the weeks and months after her murder, and
also by all accounts were still kind of broke.

For example, according to a co-worker not long after the murder, Tony was arrested for
an outstanding warrant but he needed his paycheck from Hi-Tech Fire Prevention to be
brought to him to the jail in order to make the nominal bail. And you’ll remember that
Jason had to borrow $10 from Debbie Dutra on their weekend trip to Weirs Beach, even
though he allegedly got $5,000 in cash from Ken that morning.

The bottom line is this - there’s no evidence of $10,000 cash ever existing, much less
changing hands between the three defendants. None at all.

---

[57:18] Colin Miller: What about the timing of the murder? Setting aside the timeline
that Jason, who was the only one to provide a timeline, gave, let’s look at what we
know.

Sharon’s last confirmed sighting, one that is documented, was in Tyngsboro
Massachusetts as she was buying lottery tickets around 7:00 pm. This sighting is
undisputed. Next, numerous witnesses who were shown Sharon’s pic in the days after
her murder affirmatively said they saw her between 7:30 and 8:30 pm in the mall of New
Hampshire. 8:00 pm, by the way, was the time Jason said they had Sharon at the
construction site and were killing her.

The mall was about half an hour from the lottery place, so she could have certainly
made it there by 7:30 pm and been seen by those witnesses.

The next thing we know for sure is that Kevin Doherty and his wife were at the actual
site of the murder around 8:45 pm, and they saw nothing. It’s a useless debate to
consider whether or not the car that was parked there was Ken’s or Sharon’s or whether
anyone involved in this case, victim or defendants, were in that car. What’s significant
about this time stamp is that we can say for sure Sharon’s body wasn’t lying by the
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pond yet. Remember, it was just getting dark when the couple arrived at the site and
they could see construction equipment by the pond. What they didn’t see was a body.

Given this, it’s reasonable to assume that Sharon wasn’t taken to the site and killed until
after 8:45 pm.

Which takes us to the next alleged sighting of Sharon around 9:40 pm, when Margaret
O’Brien saw a pregnant woman arguing with a man on Auto Center Road. O’Brien, who
was interviewed very shortly after the murder, positively identified the woman and man
as Sharon and Ken Johnson.

Now, if O’Brien did for certain see Sharon alive at 9:40 pm, then keep in mind that Tony
was picked up for work that night at 10:00 pm to go to Boston and clean the kitchen of a
Burger King. No way he could have been involved in Sharon’s death.

The question then remains: was this a credible sighting? O’Brien had very specific recall
of the time that this happened, which lined up with her work records showing she’d left
her work at Kmart that night at 9:30 pm, and was able to point out to police exactly
where she’d seen the couple.  And only a few days had gone by since the murder when
she made the positive ID of Sharon.

More importantly though, was the weight that Ken seemed to give to this sighting.
Remember, when the police were trying to get more information about Bob out of Ken,
he offered them a trade. He offered to tell them more about Bob if they gave him the
description of the man that O’Brien had seen at Auto Center Road.

This sets off all kinds of alarms. First of all, the police were looking for Bob because Bob
may have killed Sharon. Why would Ken withhold information about the possible killer of
his wife? And why was he so concerned about what the man O’Brien saw looked like?
Could he have been afraid he looked like him?

Then there’s this: Ken’s story about where he was and what he was doing on the night
of the murder changes over, and over, and over. The one detail that stays the same is
that he always says he got home at 9:30 pm. In every iteration, he sticks to that detail.
Except we know that’s not true. Both of the girls that were home, Melonie and Julie, told
the police Ken got home shortly after 10:00 pm, a detail they remembered because the
show Night Court had just ended. In every single statement that  Melonie gave, she told
the police Ken got home after 10:00 pm.
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So why was Ken so committed to being home by 9:30, instead of telling the police the
truth that he was home after 10:00? Maybe he knew that this was a very important time
period, that he had to account for his time between 9:30 and 10:00 because that was
when Sharon was actually killed.

What he didn’t account for was Margaret O’Brien seeing them on Auto Center Road.

---

[1:01:10] Rabia Chaudry: You might have noticed that trial testimony was woefully and
strangely devoid of forensic information, including information about whether or not
Jason’s knife was tested, but luckily we do have the reports themselves, including the
ones from the FBI lab.

Would you be shocked to learn that the reason the State didn’t offer any testimony on
the forensic results of Jason’s knife was because it seems like they didn’t have his knife
tested at all? Shocked that in a murder trial, in which the prosecution professes to have
the murder weapon in their possession, the forensics of that weapon are never once
even mentioned? Well, that’s what happened. There is no indication at all that Jason’s
knife was even sent to a crime lab for examination, much less forensically tested. There
might be a reason for that, however weak that reason. According to Jason’s mother
Karen, she’d found the knife in Jason’s pant pocket after doing the laundry. Investigators
may have thought that the knife, having been run through the wash, would no longer
yield any evidence.

So all we have now are the forensic reports from early on in the case, much before
Lamy entered the scene, and over a year before Jason was arrested.

According to the FBI lab reports, the result from the soil comparison on both cars to
samples taken from the crime scene was ambiguous. Half the samples could not be
associated with soil from the crime scene but the other half were tricky. The lab report
noted that while various samples from each car couldn’t be specifically associated with
crime scene soil due to differences in color and composition, they could have
“originated from the general area” of the crime scene… which doesn’t really leave us
with anything conclusive.

As for the fingerprints, while it was true that no identifiable prints were found on
Sharon’s car at all, not even her own, Ken’s prints were found on items of evidence in
her car described as “paper items found in console between front seats, paper items
from passenger’s door compartment, and paper items from passenger seat.” Now, none
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of that necessarily means anything in terms of Ken’s guilt or innocence, but again, there
is no evidence that Jason or Tony were ever in Sharon’s car.

The lab reports of course include a list of items retrieved from the crime scene, as well
as an inventory of evidence taken from the two cars. Remember, when Ken’s car was
seized by the police the day that Sharon’s body was found, a gold wedding band and a
utility knife were found in it. However, neither of these items appear on the very short
New Hampshire State Crime Lab inventory, which instead vaguely notes paper items
taken from the glove compartment, driver’s door, and console, and one Sears receipt.
The second page of the same report, however, has a short list titled “miscellaneous”
with only four entries on it:: Knife, eyeglasses, and wristwatch with three rings. The gold
wedding band from Ken’s car has basically disappeared from the record, meaning it
wasn’t tested for anything.

The eyeglasses, wristwatch, and rings listed in this section are most certainly the items
recovered from the crime scene itself. The knife however, was not. We can be pretty
sure that that knife, which was labeled item 1K, was the knife they recovered from Ken’s
car, because at this point mo other knives had been recovered from anywhere. Anyhow,
the knife underwent the most minimal of examinations. The lab report reads, “physical
examination of exhibit 1K failed to reveal deposits characteristic of blood.”

That’s it, a single line. A line that seems to indicate that the knife wasn’t even examined
microscopically for blood, much less tested chemically for the presence of it. A
seemingly shocking oversight in a murder-by-stabbing case.

We never hear about this knife ever again, it disappears completely from the record.

A very interesting thing about this knife that we assume was the one taken from Ken’s
car was how the lab report referred to it. In the original report that was written on the
day that Ken’s car was seized, the knife was called a utility knife. But the New
Hampshire lab report called it a kitchen knife. But there’s no other description of it. Not
even the size of the knife or the length of the blade. We can only assume it was not a
cleaver or bread cutting knife, but was rather a straightforward, average kitchen utility
knife. The kind of knife that has an average blade length of 5 inches.

As if it was not suspicious enough that the husband of a murder-by-stabbing victim, a
husband with no alibi for the time of the murder, had a knife in his car that could have
easily been the murder weapon, there is also this: the kitchen knife in Ken’s car had no
fingerprints on it. Not a single one. You have to wonder how he got that knife in the car,
without getting any prints on it. This is the dead of summer, no one is wearing gloves.
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You also have to wonder why he has a kitchen knife in his car? A knife that he might
have used for construction work could make sense, though according to Lisa Johnson,
Ken’s daughter, he wouldn’t even have had that:

Rabia Chaudry:
You know, one of the crazy things about this case to me is that it was very clear
from police reports that the police are looking at Ken very seriously as a suspect.
At the same time, there are glaring holes in the investigation. For example, they
never searched the house. They never searched Ken and Sharon’s house at all
for anything, any evidence. Her shirt was actually missing completely. They have
never found her shirt.

Lisa Johnson: Oh…

Rabia Chaudry:
And when they took his car - they did take his car the same day that they found
her body, they found his wedding band. He had removed it, which I find a little
odd…

Lisa Johnson: Which car… are you talking about the blue Subaru?

Rabia Chaudry: Yes, yup…

Lisa Johnson: OK.

Rabia Chaudry: And also they found a knife in the car, and there’s a….

Lisa Johnson: A knife in the car…

Rabia Chaudry: There’s a knife in the car, it’s in the evidence report…

Lisa Johnson:
…Because I can tell you, I used to steal cigarettes and quarters from my dad,
cuz when he found out I was stealing cigarettes out of the car and he started
locking them in his car,  and when he’d go to sleep I’d take out his keys and go to
the car. I remember looking through his car and never saw a knife, ever. I would
steal the quarters that he would save in his ashtray, and find the cigarette carton
under the seat, and would steal a pack of cigarettes.
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Rabia Chaudry:
Hmm. And he wouldn’t have any reason because of his work to have a knife in
the car.

Lisa Johnson:
No. He used to do chainsaws, you know what I’m sayin, he worked, he cut wood.
The knife in the car, that definitely seems weird. I don’t know why he would ever
have a knife in the car. And taking off his wedding band, especially at that time,
you know what I’m saying? I don’t get that either, because, you know, I
remember feeling that we used to believe that he was mourning, that he was very
upset.

She’s right, it is very weird. All of it. And while Lisa didn’t want to initially believe that
Ken could have murdered Sharon, over time, she came to believe it was a possibility.
Others didn’t need that much time to reach the same conclusion though. Everyone that
knew Sharon, including her brother Ken Eaton, her sister in law Diane, her daughter
Melonie, her friends and co-workers, they all thought almost immediately that it was Ken
Johnson who killed his wife, and that he didn’t need any help to do it. Gary Gage,
Melonie’s biological father, refused to let her near Ken after Sharon’s murder. And his
own daughter Lisa called him a wife and baby killer and then never spoke to him again.

And everyone I spoke to thought Ken did it, and was angry and horrified that he got
away with it. Some were still scared of him and wouldn’t even talk to us until we told
them they didn’t have to be scared anymore - because Ken is now dead.

The passage of this many years since Sharon’s murder and the trial means that so
many people who could have given us so much information are now gone. Not only is
Ken, our prime suspect, dead, Tony Pfaff is also sadly deceased. A number of the
witnesses in the case are also gone, and a number of officers in the case dead as well.

And for some reason, maybe a misunderstanding on my part, for the longest time I
thought that the person who could tell us the most about the investigation, about why
Jason Carroll became the focus of it, was also dead.

But it turns out that I was wrong.

Rabia Chaudry: Hello?

Sgt. Roland Lamy: Hello?
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Rabia Chaudry:
I’m sorry, I just got a couple of missed calls from this number? My name…

Sgt. Roland Lamy: Ah, are you in Washington D.C.?

Rabia Chaudry: Yes, I’m in the D.C. area. My name is Rabia, Rabia Chaudry.

Sgt. Roland Lamy: Well this is the right number.

Rabia Chaudry: I’m sorry, who am I speaking to?

Sgt. Roland Lamy: Roland Lamy, L-A-M-Y.

Rabia Chaudry: Hi Mr. Lamy, how are you?

Sgt. Roland Lamy:
Good. Ah, the reason I’m calling you is I got a call from Tom Sexton a week ago
saying that there was a private investigator from Philadelphia that I guess you
hired to do interviews.  And so anyway, he spoke to this lady, and I don’t know
her name, and I don’t have ner number, but he did give me, he said she worked
for you, and you had, she wanted to interview Dave Eastman and some other
guy, and…

Rabia Chaudry: Right, right, right.

Sgt. Roland Lamy:
…that type of thing, and then that female investigator I guess huh, told Sexton
that I was dead.

Next time, on Undisclosed.

---

Rabia Chaudry: If you have any information related to this case, or any of the cases
that we cover, remember, you can reach us on our phone line at: 410-205-5563.

As always, a big thank you Balookey for our logo, to Patrick Cortes for our theme music,
and Mital Telhan for keeping the ship tight and the ball rolling as our Executive
Producer. A special thanks to my research assistant Jennifery Leahy (and her mom),
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and Homicide Investigator Sarah Cailean, who spent way too long in a car with me
driving around New Hampshire.

Transcribed by Skylar Park, Dawn Loges


